

**THINK LIKE AN ATTACKER™**

The Core Security Attack Intelligence Platform helps your customers *Think Like an Attacker* by simulating and validating what an adversary would do to reach their most critical business assets.

Attack Intelligence exposes the potential paths attackers may take to get to their high-value target. Since attackers don’t think linearly, there is never only one fixed path to the target. They move swiftly from one entry point to another, along “trusted paths” between systems, until they reach their target.

Traditional vulnerability management solutions often produce thousands of “high severity” vulnerabilities for operations staff to fix. Attack intelligence adjusts prioritization based on the systems that are a part of these paths and the assets they put at risk. This makes the remediation process more effective, greatly narrowing the number of vulnerabilities, freeing up both information security and operations resources.

**THE CORE ATTACK INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM**

Core Security offers the industry’s most comprehensive and extensible attack intelligence platform. Through our patented attack path engine, the Core Attack Intelligence Platform correlates known exploits of vulnerabilities and actual attack patterns with security and network data to form potential attack paths to critical business assets. Following this, the vulnerabilities can be validated to ensure the most important threats are remediated first. The result is the creation of potential attack paths to critical business assets based on both simulation and testing.

**FEDERAL FOOTPRINT**

DOD, Civilian, Intel

73% of all federal government agencies use Core Security.

**KEY BENEFITS FOR SYSTEM INTEGRATORS**

Increase Services to Government Customers

- Gain access to unmatched security research and services
- Offer additional vulnerability management services

Benefit from Differentiated Capabilities

- Collect and analyze security data from across networks
- Narrow the list of critical vulnerabilities for remediation

Help Your Customers *Think Like An Attacker*

- Simulate attack paths to critical business assets
- Streamline security operations management
- Reduce the risk of a data breach from exposed assets

**FEDERAL CERTIFICATIONS**

- Army CON
- Navy DADMS
- NAICS 511210
- DUNS 112038885
- CAGE CODE 1Y1S4

**CONTRACT VEHICLES**

GSA, SEWP, 8A, Small Business

**RECOGNITION**

“...A premium product with no compromises made, and an absolute pleasure with which to work. It was a clear choice to make this our Recommended product.”

2015 SC Magazine review, Core Insight®

“Impressive evolution of Core’s usual solid fare...gorgeous dashboard. It's our selection as Recommended.”

2013 SC Magazine review, Core Impact Pro®
CORE INSIGHT®
Core Insight® consolidates, normalizes, and prioritizes vulnerability management initiatives enterprise-wide. Consolidating multiple vulnerability scans across vendors, while matching known exploits and simulating attacks enables you to focus on the most vulnerable points of your network.

- Consolidate and prioritize vulnerabilities
- Identify and eliminate attack paths to critical business assets
- Model threat scenarios based on potential attacker patterns and configurable risk criteria
- Prioritize remediation efforts for high-risk systems

CORE IMPACT PRO®
Core Impact Pro® is the most comprehensive solution for assessing and testing security vulnerabilities throughout your organization.

- Assess and test security vulnerabilities with commercial-grade exploits
- Validate compliance with industry regulations
- Confirm exploitable vulnerabilities for remediation

CUSTOMER HIGHLIGHTS

CORE SERVICES®
Core Services are designed specifically for large enterprises that require specialized services for implementation, infrastructure testing, security assessments, and training.

- Core Security Consulting Services
  Advanced penetration, PCI compliance and application security testing
- Core Professional Services
  Solution implementation, integrations, custom reporting
- Core Training Services
  Product certification and training

THINK LIKE AN ATTACKER™
By modeling, simulating and testing what an actual attacker could do, Core Security’s Attack Intelligence Platform can help you focus on addressing the most likely threats to your critical business assets.

CORE SOLUTIONS
Core Security helps more than 1,400 customers worldwide identify the most vulnerable areas of their IT environments—to improve remediation efforts and ultimately secure the business.

EXPERIENCE
Our patented, proven, award-winning enterprise products and solutions are backed by more than 15 years of applied expertise from Core Labs research and Core Security Consulting Services.